myHealthPointe®
Client Portal

CLIENT REGISTRATION GUIDE
After requesting access to myHealthPointe®, watch for your credentials email with your **Redeem Code**.

1. Click the link, then navigate to the Account Validation.

   **VALIDATE ACCOUNT**

   To keep your personal health information secure, please enter your date of birth and the validation code sent to "**N*****@G*****.COM**.

   **Date Of Birth** *
   
   mm/dd/yyyy

   **Validation Code** *

   Validation Code

   I'm not a robot

   reCAPTCHA

   Privacy  Terms

   Validate
3. Continue to setup username and password

```
CREATE PASSWORD
Username
NETSMARTTH-XXXXXX@GMAIL.COM
Password *
*********
VerifyPassword *
*********

To protect your account, make sure your password contains:
- At least 8 characters
- Your input should contain at least 1 special character
- Your input should contain at least 1 lower case character
- Your input should contain at least 1 upper case character
- Your input should not contain space
```

Create Password

4. You are all set to log into your myHealthPointe® account!

```
Sign in
```

Sign in with one-time code
Forgot Password?
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CLIENT DASHBOARD

*Please note that these are representations, not all icons may appear on your actual dashboard*
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MESSAGE YOUR CARE TEAM

1. Conversations

2. + New Message
MESSAGE YOUR CARE TEAM (CONT.)